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ABSTRACT
My thesis research focuses on the importance of flower color in relation to pollinator preferences.
I was inspired to carry out this ecological field experiment to learn more about bee vision patterns
as well as have the experience of conducting my own research outdoors. Experimental trials were
conducted on the LIU Post campus to determine whether bees are more attracted to pink or blue
Bachelors Buttons (Centaurea cyanus). While we determined that there was a significant
difference between interactions with pink and blue flowers, future researchers must test a larger
population size of flowers to be sure of this trend and may test flowers in different locations to
understand bee behavioral dynamics. Further studies may include training schedules so that bees
will interact more with experimental flowers.

INTRODUCTION
Honeybees, like many insects, constantly process new information to adapt to their
changing environments and can be used as a model for the study of complex cognitive functions
(Menzel & Giurfa, 2001). Bees are an ideal model for studying the neurology behind visual
learning because they are able to extract common features among a set of stimuli to define
categories (Avargues-Weber & Mota, 2016). They are classified as Hymnoptera; most
Hymnoptera have trichromatic color vision with ultraviolet (UV), blue, and green photoreceptors
(Chittka et al. 1993). While bees use a system of trichromatic vision, green light reflection is
extremely important in this process because it aids in color contrast (Vasas et al. 2017). By using
the green color receptor, bees are able to detect motion, size, shape, and form of an object against
a background. Therefore, the quality of a floral signal, in terms of its detectability by pollinators,
depends on its ability to stand out against its background (Chittka et al. 1993). Each receptor has
specific roles, however, it is the stimulation of all three receptors that enables bees to learn and
distinguish different targets (Kevan et al. 2001).
Colors are identified according to which vision receptors are most excited by varying
wavelengths of light and colors aid in decision making by pollinators. The sun makes up the photic
environment for both animals and plants and light is reflected from plants and perceived by
pollinators. This, in turn, results in the formation of co-evolutionary relationships between plants
and pollinators (Kevan 1983). Depending on the orientation, size, and color of a flower, bees will
use different neurological pathways to create a visual image (Spaethe et al. 2001). The visual
system of the honeybee receives cues from two channels located behind the retina; one chromatic
channel is responsible for detecting colors while the monochromatic channel is for detecting the
location and orientation of the object in their sight (Hsu & Yang, 2012).
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Past research has argued that the chromatic channel is key in pollination because
concentrating on color cues of stimuli is easier for bees as opposed to focusing on patterns of
stimuli. This strategy simplifies their foraging activities, thus spending less time and energy
searching for a nectar reward (Hsu & Yang, 2012). Additionally, blue light has been shown to be
important in bee learning and experiments with honeybees have shown that blue targets are often
learned faster than other colored targets (Srinvasan 2006; Hsu & Yang 2012; Kevan et al. 2001).
The process of shape recognition is also imperative in bee vision so that they could distinguish
different targets from one another. Bees will either memorize images in a pixel-by-pixel fashion
or distinguish objects based on their geometric outlines (Srinvasan, 2006). The vision system of
the pollinator ensures that the pollinator will detect the flower and, in turn, “assess the quality of
the nectar reward” (Waser et al. 1996).
Waser et al. (1996) argued that it is in a pollinator’s best interest to visit different flowers
as opposed to interacting with one species. In this way, generalization between plants and bees
often occurs during which pollinators interact with several plant species and plants provide nectar
for various pollinators, thus eliminating life cycle constraints. Therefore, Chittka et al. (1993)
conclude that flowers have developed niches to stand out against the background of a bee’s color
space. Additionally, a bee’s ability to sense time is important during pollination to predict nectar
refill schedules of certain flowers. Chittka & Skorupski (2006) argue that, by using circadian
rhythms, bees are able to estimate the time of day which, in turn, helps them find homes or flowers
for nectar rewards. This strategy ultimately helps bees be more successful during pollination.
Another study by Chittka and Walker (2005) presented bees with famous paintings of
flowers and, interestingly, the experiment showed that Van Gogh’s Sunflowers attracted the most
approach flights and actual landings by bees. In fact, bees landed on flowers the majority of the
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time instead of other spaces in the paintings; even though there were no UV signals present, the
paintings had features that were attractive to a bee. The flowers in Sunflowers appeared bee-green,
meaning that they strongly stimulated the bees’ green receptors. Furthermore, an experiment by
Lunau et al. (1996) involved using artificial cardboard flowers to understand color preference in
naïve bees. The researchers ultimately found that bees were attracted to artificial flowers
depending on their corolla colors during approach flights. This experiment involved Chittka’s
color hexagon (1992), an important tool to visualize how varying wavelengths of light excite
receptors in bee’s eyes to produce a visual experience (Chittka 1992). Some approach flights ended
in antennal contact and the scientists discovered that the corolla color has a relationship with the
background color present. If the corolla color stayed constant while the background color varied,
“the attractiveness of the corolla increased when its contrast to the background color was large”
(Lunau et al. 1996). This experiment showed that artificial flowers can be useful when conducting
scientific research to learn more about bee vision patterns.
I observed how bees interact with different colored Bachelors Buttons, Centaurea cyanus.
The experiment was carried out at Long Island University during the beginning weeks of October
and video footage was collected so that a behavioral ethogram could be filled out at thirty second
time intervals, giving us insight towards how bees spend their time. I also measured the spectral
reflectance curves of the blue and pink flowers most interacted with by bees using a spectrometer.
Herein I examine how flower color affects interactions between bees and flowers using
different colored Bachelors Buttons, Centaurea cyanus. Bees are abundant on the Long Island
University Post campus. In a pilot study, I found that if lavender plants were coated in a glucose
and water mixture, bees were more attracted to the plants and stayed on the flowers for an extended
period of time. This finding led me to question more about bee vision and behaviors when
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presented with various stimuli. I want to learn if bees interact with one color morph of a species
of flowers over another and if this decision is based on convenience, preference, or the optimal
foraging theory, stating that organisms will expel the least amount of energy when searching for a
high resource reward (Hsu & Yang, 2012). We observed two different color morphs of Bachelors
Buttons, and hypothesized that the mean number of visits to blue and pink flowers would not be
equal and predicted, based on past findings, that blue flowers would be visited substantially more
often than pink flowers.
This research is important to the understanding of what pollinators are attracted to and why
and we hope that this research will provide further insight towards the bee vision system.
Additional research in this field could be used to learn more about cognitive functions of complex
organisms. This research could also be applied to the commercial agriculture industry. Pollinators
are essential in the survival and reproduction of plants and agricultural farmers need to know how
bees will interact with their crops so that a high yield can be produced. Since the bee population is
rapidly declining, we hope future research can establish a system that demonstrates that bees are
easily trainable and useful in plant survival. In this way, bees will have demanding and specialized
role in the commercial agriculture industry.
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METHODOLOGY
Greenhouse Protocol
Bachelors Buttons are weed-like annual plants that grow best in the spring and summer
months and are prominent in the state of New York. These flowers were chosen to use in this
experiment because, given their popularity in our location, bees would be more familiar with them
as opposed to bringing in plants that are more prominent in other areas of the country. These
flowers are also known to have major health benefits in the edible plant industry. Dried flowers
are used to make medicines and tea which often treat fevers, constipation, congestion, and liver
and gallbladder problems (Natural Society, 2012). While we could have purchased Bachelors
Buttons from a local florist, we decided to grow the flowers in the greenhouse on the LIU Post
campus to keep track of germination rates and construct a protocol for growing various types of
plants in the greenhouse. Also, by growing them ourselves, we are able to keep track of the exact
resources used in the growing process including types of soil and fertilizer. The seeds for the
Bachelors Buttons were purchased online from Johnny Seeds and the flowers were grown in cycles
throughout the spring and summer of 2018.
To begin, seeds were counted out by ten and distributed into petri dishes with filter paper
on the bottom of each dish; each petri dish contained ten seeds. The petri dishes were labelled on
their lids with the date, species, “10 seeds,” dish number, and week number (1 through 4) starting
on May 13, 2018. The seeds were watered two to three times daily using drops of deionized water.
The purpose of starting the seeds in petri dishes was to keep the seeds grown in a controlled
environment and ensure that germination would occur before transferring the seeds into soil. Three
trays (10” x 20”) including ten petri dishes each, were prepared every Monday and placed on the
top rack of an automated light cart in the greenhouse. Seeing as Bachelors Buttons grow best
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during the warm months, they need a large amount of sunlight to flourish. Therefore, the light cart
in the greenhouse was set on a timer to provide light to the seeds for approximately 15 hours a day.
I also prepared a chart to keep track of germination rates of the seeds which contained the number
of seeds germinated per dish number and the date of observation. This chart was filled in
throughout the week and new petri dishes were prepared on the following Monday for Week Two
seeds.
The next Monday also consisted of transferring the germinated seeds from Week One into
small soil blocks using a soil starting mix and a soil blocker tool. Placing seeds into a small amount
of soil helps their roots adjust and take hold better than placing the seeds straight into a large pot
of soil. The soil blocks were placed on a tray with a small amount of water to keep the bottoms of
the cubes saturated. A lid was placed over each tray, the trays were kept on the second rack of the
light cart, and checked throughout the week for water level while simultaneously watering the
Week Two petri dishes with deionized water. The seeds from Week One were transferred into
larger soil blocks that Friday of the same week they were placed in small soil blocks. The large
soil blocks were placed on trays with water and set on the third rack of the light cart. The next
Tuesday, the large soil blocks containing Week One seeds were placed into pots using repurposed
soil and the soil was sprayed with fertilizer. Therefore, each week’s worth of seeds took
approximately three more weeks to be transferred into pots. The pots were kept on the lowest rack
of the light cart for approximately a week before being brought into the greenhouse. Here, they
were treated with fertilizer once every two weeks and watered by the automatic sprinkling system
twice a day. The cycle of starting seeds on petri dishes, transferring them into small and large soil
blocks, and into pots was repeated until we grew four weeks of plants.
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Figure 1: Average percent of C. cyanus seeds germinated over four weeks. The percentage of
seeds germinated was calculated for every day from each week along with the standard deviations
of the seeds grown per dish per day. The grand mean was taken for each day of each week. For
example, the average percentages of seeds germinated on day one of all four weeks were averaged
together to equal an overall average of seeds germinated on day one and so on. The standard
deviations of the averages by day were also measured.
Experimental Design / Ethogram Analysis
Seven experimental trials in total were carried out in front of the Winnick House. Each trial
lasted ten minutes and two different cameras were used to collect video data of bee activity. Two
trials were filmed on a Nikon D3400 camera, however, due to overheating of the camera, the
remaining five trials were filmed on an Olympus Stylus TG-Tracker digital camera. Three of the
seven trials were choice trials during which one of each color flower was presented in the vicinity
of prominent flowers in front of the Winnick House. The remaining four trials consisted of all
healthy Bachelor’s Buttons in the greenhouse, a total of six plants. Each plant was numbered to
7

keep track of which plants bees interacted with most often. However, we were presented with a
problem when only one pink plant was viable throughout the population of greenhouse-grown
Bachelor’s Buttons. In other words, the pink flower was held constant throughout all seven trials
while the blue flowers were interchanged.
In order to analyze the video data, a behavioral ethogram was constructed to visualize how
bees spend their time when presented with new stimuli. The chart consisted of thirty second time
intervals over ten minute periods and behaviors displayed labelled A through E (Appendix 1 and
2). The videos were stopped at thirty-second intervals and a tally was kept of the behaviors being
displayed by all bees in the frame of view. This data would help us to calculate average percentages
of behaviors displayed in ten minute periods, thus enabling us to learn more about how bees behave
and why they spend their time in these ways. However, the ethogram technique did not generate
enough viable data; while some bees interacted with the experimental flowers, there were only
approximately one or two interactions per ten-minute trial, some trials being fruitless. This data
would not be helpful in drawing conclusions and inferences about bee behavior as a function of
time.
Therefore, due to the limited experimental data, we turned to data simulation in Excel as a
means to conduct random trials and get our data closer to the actual proportions that should be
displayed based on the central limit theorem. The central limit theorem states that as the number
of trials increases, the distribution of data becomes approximately normal. This means that the data
can be better interpreted and closer to the acceptable proportions than if only a handful of trials
were carried out. For example, if you flip a coin ten times, you may or may not receive a 1:1 ratio
of heads:tails. However, if you flip a coin one thousand times, you will be closer to a 1:1 ratio than
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if the number of trials were smaller. Thus, data stimulation helps to get a better idea of the actual
proportions of behaviors displayed.
At the end of every simulated trial, the averages of behaviors A through E were calculated.
ese averages were then averaged between all trials to calculate the mean percent of behaviors
displayed throughout the entire simulation. The standard deviations of each behavior displayed
behaviors C and D to determine whether or not there was a significant difference between bee
interactions with pink flowers and bee interactions with blue flowers.

Spectrometry
Spectrometry is an important tool used in ecological research to measure light radiance,
reflectance, and absorbance of an object. After the experimental trials were conducted, the specific
flowers interacted with most by bees were cut and brought to the lab for measuring reflectance
with the spectrometer. This data will ultimately tell us whether or not certain flowers have UV
signals and will help understand how a bee visualizes these flowers. After gathering this data, the
average reflectance curves for blue and pink flowers were determined using Excel (Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Spectral reflectance curves of pink (a) and blue (b) C. cyanus flowers most interacted
with by bees. The standard deviations of each measurement are represented by the grey gradient.
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RESULTS
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Figure 3: Percentages of behaviors displayed throughout data simulation of 1000 trials. Photos of
bees displaying various behaviors during experimental trials. Excluding fifth category, flying
(approximately 49%)
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Letter

Behavior

A

Foraging on local plants near Winnick House

B

Flying around frame of view

C

Interacting with pink C. cyanus

D

Interacting with blue C. cyanus

E

Other (multiple bees on one flower/no bees
present in frame of view/competition)

Table 1: Descriptions of behaviors labelled in Figure 3.
While bees spent the majority of their time flying around the frame of view of the camera,
it was also common to observe multiple bees on the same flower searching for nectar. Based on
Figure 3, “other” (E) was most common, followed by foraging on local plants (A), interacting with
pink Bachelors Buttons (C), and interacting with blue Bachelors Buttons (D), respectively. The
mean percentage of behavior C was approximately seven times as large as the mean percentage
of behavior D. Also, the standard deviation of behavior D was nearly triple the mean percentage
of D. Additionally, the t-test compared the mean visits to blue flowers to the mean visits of pink
flowers; we calculated t49 = 9.38 which is greater than tcritical = 2.01 (p < 0.05).
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DISCUSSION
Our results show that bees seem to stick with what they are familiar with since they spent
the majority of their time flying and foraging on local plants by Winnick House. This is seen in
the high percentages of behaviors A, B, and E. The t-test showed that there is a significant
difference between the mean interactions with pink flowers and the mean interactions with blue
flowers. This could be because the pink flowers were more novel to the bees than blue flowers
seeing as the local plants were also on the darker end of the visible light spectrum. Therefore, while
our hypothesis was supported by the data we collected, our prediction of higher visitation rates to
blue flowers was not met. Various limitations including pseudoreplication and small sample sizes
were present during this experiment. We dealt with the small sample size by conducting
experiment simulations through Excel, but the problem of pseudoreplication is much more
complicated.
Pseudoreplication is a problem often faced in ecological experiments, mainly in those
involving large-scale landscape manipulation as well as behavioral studies where sample sizes
may be limited. By definition, pseudoreplication is “the use of inferential statistics to test for
treatment effects with data from experiments where either treatments are not replicated (though
samples may be) or replicates are not statistically independent” (Hulbert 1984). Researchers should
perform replicates of their trials by repeating treatments with additional samples. This will
ultimately lead to more certainty in results as well as the possible discovery of relationships
between samples and treatments.
Pseudoreplication was a problem that I ran into while conducting my experiment in that
the pink flower used throughout all seven trials was kept constant. The trials were pseudoreplicated
since we did not have a large population size of Bachelors Buttons with which to run the
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experiment. Because I only tested one pink flower, I cannot properly make inferences regarding
bee behavior in relation to color morph of Bachelors Buttons. Future research techniques can be
improved with more time to focus on caring for the plants. In this way, a larger population of
flowers can be tested and inferences about bee behaviors can be made. Consequently, it could be
that something else about the pink flower was preferable to bees; perhaps the pink plant had a
certain scent that the blue flowers did not.
A plant’s emission of a scent as a means of advertising floral rewards and a pollinator’s
response to floral scents provide advantages to both the plant and pollinator. One study by Wright
and Schiestl (2009) questioned why flowers produce scent and examined how olfactory learning
by insect pollinators could influence how floral scent evolves. In some ways, floral scents allow
pollinators to become specific when foraging which may impact selective pressures on plant
populations. The scent of one flower may be more attractive to a bee than the scent of another
flower, impacting pollinator preference. Furthermore, scents can be communicated between bees
in their colonies whereas a visual signal will only appear to a bee that has been exposed to that
stimulus. Flowers that emit scent are more likely to attract pollinators, giving these plants a
competitive advantage over other plants. Various olfactory cues could be the reason why bees
interacted more with pink Bachelors Buttons over blue Bachelors Buttons. The combination of
lack of scent and lack of training parameters could have led to the failure of our experimental
flowers to elicit a behavioral response.
Interestingly, bees can be trained to accomplish specific tasks and there are different
conditioning parameters for training bees that are essential towards visual learning (AvarguesWeber & Mota 2016). Due to their highly trainable nature, they are often used to study the
neurology behind visual learning; research in this field can be applicable among different animals
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to learn more about cognitive functions. The most common technique for training bees to elicit a
certain behavior is classical visual conditioning of the proboscis extension response (PER) in
harnessed bees. During this process, the stimulus is easily controlled and harnessed bees are easier
to train as opposed to free flying bees. Srinvasan (2006) quotes an experiment by Lehrer and
Capman who trained bees to distinguish between a blue square and a yellow square by following
the blue square with a reward of sugar water. When tested with various colored stimuli, bees
preferred blue triangles over green and violet triangles, showing that they learned the color of the
rewarded stimulus. However, additional trials with various shaped targets showed that bees
consistently chose the stimulus with the correct shape that they were trained with: the square. This
research concluded that bees distinguish shapes even when they are camouflaged against a
background since shape outlines have the ability to “pop out.” If I had developed a method of
training bees to interact with the specific flowers deployed, our experiment may have returned
much different results. More research regarding training wild bees without harnessing methods
would have been helpful to implement a training schedule; the results received then wouldn’t be
chalked up to chance events. Perhaps future research can work to train bees with both artificial and
real flowers and observe whether or not bees interact with the artificial or real stimuli more often.
This ecological experiment has taught me that, during environmental studies, there are
problems that researchers cannot control. For example, for much of the experiment, we fought
against the rainy weather to collect data. By the time we were prepared to run the experiment,
much of the Bachelors Buttons were wilted and not usable to collect viable data. This, in turn, led
us to only test one pink flower and several blue flowers. When performing my experiment, the
weather conditions often varied, however, the location of my trials remained constant in front of
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Winnick House. If I had collected data from different locations both on and off campus, these
results could have been better interpreted to make inferences about behavioral dynamics of bees.
Our research left us with questions of whether or not pink flowers have certain
characteristics that make them more appealing to bees. We analyzed the spectral reflectance curves
of C. cyanus after running the experiment and found no significant visual signals present on pink
flowers that were not present on blue flowers (Figure 2). These signals would have appeared in
the UV range of the graph, providing an explanation as to why bees preferred pink over blue
flowers. If a larger population of plants is tested, will our results be reflected (ie: will bees show a
greater preference of pink to blue flowers)? Furthermore, if a training schedule is properly
followed and bees have been trained to interact with these flowers, will bees be equally attracted
to blue and pink Bachelors Buttons? Our research was important in generating further questions
and these prompts may be posed by future researchers so that we could learn more about why bees
exhibit certain behaviors. In this way, this research can lead to a greater understanding of visual
patterns that can then be applied to other species.
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Appendix 1: sample ethogram of behaviors (empty). Experimental ethograms gathered data
through ten minute periods.
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Appendix 2: sample ethogram of behaviors (filled in) through a ten minute period.

E
0
0
0
0
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0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
1
0
0
0
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